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LD1—Laptop Security Drawer 

Introducing the LD1, the laptop security drawer designed to secure 
and protect your valuable laptop computer or tablet device.   
 
The units are produced in the UK to our high quality manufacturing 
standards and offer a safe and robust storage solution for all makes 
of laptop or tablet. 
 
LD1 units are manufactured from 1.2mm thick mild steel and come 
painted in a tough black powder coat finish which ensures that they 
are able to withstand the knocks and bumps associated with the day 
to day use of any busy environment. 

 
These units have been designed with security in mind, that’s why the fixing holes face inwards towards the centre of 
the unit. Once fixed to a desk, cabinet or wall and the drawer is installed it is not possible to access the screws and 
hence you can be sure that the LD1 will remain where you fit it.  
 
Versatility is a key component to these units. The drawer is fitted using fully extending slides. These are detachable 
so that the drawer can be flipped to allow for handed mounting. Within the drawer there is also an adjustable length 
retaining strap that can be used to secure the laptop or tablet in position which can be useful if mounting the LD1 
unit vertically.  
 
Each LD1 unit is fitted with a quarter turn radial pin tumbler lock and all 
units are keyed to differ. 2 keys are supplied per unit. 
 
Dimensions: 

 

Overall external dimensions:  
370mm long (front to back), 500mm wide (side to side) and 90mm high.   
 
The usable dimensions within the drawer are:  
320mm long (front to back), 430mm wide (side to side) and 50mm high.   
 
 
All units are supplied boxed. Please note that we do supply fixing screws for desks but these will need to be checked 
for length prior to use as specific alternative lengths may be required for the type of table or desk that is to be used. 
We can supply wall mounting screws and plugs on request. 
 

 
 
Please be aware that these units are only intended for storage 
of a single laptop or tablet. There are no holes provided for 
cable entry or exit and no ventilation openings intended for a 
charging unit. 
 
 
 
We are also able to offer these units for custom applications 
and in other sizes. On larger quantities we are able to offer 
alternative colour options or modifications. Please contact us 
for further details.  
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